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Economic Development
Development of a competitive 
and diversified economy capable 
of meeting the needs of, and 
securing a high standard of living 
for, all its people both for the 
present and for the future 

Environmental Development
Management of the environment 
such that there is harmony 
between economic growth, social 
development and environmental 
protection

Social Development
Development of a just and 
caring society based on high 
moral standards, and capable of 
playing a significant role in global 
partnerships for development

Human Development
Development of all its people 
to enable them to sustain a 
prosperous society
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Coming fresh off a successful 2019, this 
year began with a challenge unlike any 
we have faced in recent times – the novel 
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. What 
started off as a localized viral outbreak 
has spread across international borders 
and is a crisis faced by countries across 
the globe today. With the virus spreading 
even here in Qatar, we would like to 
assure you that our topmost priority 
has always been, and continues to be, 
the safety, health, and wellbeing of our 
employees while ensuring continuity of 
our operations.  

We have spared no effort in ensuring 
a safe workplace to protect the health 
of our workforce, by taking various 
measures to prevent the spread the virus 
and reduce risks to all our employees, 
contractors and visitors. Among others, 
we have heightened health protocols 
at all our site operations and onboard 
our vessels, ensured adequate supplies 
of essential medical equipment and 
disinfectants and raised awareness for 
practicing good personal hygiene and 
minimizing physical contact. As the 
COVID-19 virus spreads rapidly with 
greater human to human interaction, 
we have activated ‘work from home’ for 
most of our employees for over the past 
month. We are constantly monitoring the 
situation and are regularly updating and 
communicating with employees on the 
latest guidelines issued by the authorities 
and company. 

While most of us are working in a 
secured indoor environment, it is 
imperative that we recognize the 
incredible efforts and sacrifice of 
our seafarers working onboard our 
vessels, who maintain the continuity of 
our global operations to deliver clean 
energy. As countries around the world 
implement stricter measures to contain 
the spread of the virus, it is without a 
doubt that seafarers remain critical in the 
continuation of essential supply deliveries 
to service the wider global community. 
Their dedication, commitment and 
resilience in these times is an inspiration 
to us all.

CEO
MESSAGE

CORPORATE 
SCORECARD Q1, 2020

36.5% 

LNG CARRIERS (65 VESSELS)DATA AS OF Q1-2020 LPG CARRIERS (4 VESSELS)

Number of Cargoes Delivered

Estimated Distance Travelled (Nm)

Estimated Cargo Volume (MT)

Reliability (%)

FLEET PERFORMANCE

QATARIZATION RATE

Nakilat wholly-owns & jointly-owns 74 strong fleet, comprising of 691 LNG vessels, 
4 LPG vessels and 1 FSRU2

193

16,089,743

1,763,248

100% 

5

225,127

79,540

100%

0.43

0.05
0.15

0.48

Q1-2020

LTIF-Yearly Data
(LTIF-Lost Time Incident Frequency Rate)

ActualIndustry Average

2018 2019
0

0.25

0.5

0.75

0.62

1.34

Q1-2020

TRCF-Yearly Data
(TRCF-Total Recordable Case Frequency Rate)

ActualIndustry Average

2018 2019
0

0.5

1

1.5

0.45

0.3

1.21

0.44

1.27

0.93

02. 03. 

99.73%

SAFETY PERFORMANCE (Q1-2020)

Note: Average Round Trip for LNG Vessel = 8,800 Nm
      This includes 4 additional LNG vessel newbuilds, from recent JV expansion announced with Maran
      Floating Storage Regasification Unit (FSRU) is a recent addition to our fleet. Data unavailable for this issue
      Data for 29 LNG vessels, which are wholly-owned or operated in-house by Nakilat Shipping Qatar Ltd. (NSQL)
      Data for 36 LNG vessels, which are jointly-owned and operated by others

1
2

3

4

3 4

While we continue to cope with the 
unprecedented impact of this pandemic 
affecting all humanity, I would like to take 
this opportunity to highlight the value of 
health, safety and solidarity in the face of 
a global health crisis, to ensure that we 
get through these tough times together 
as one Nakilat family. 

THE STRENGTH AND 
SPIRIT OF OUR TEAM 
IS CRUCIAL NOW MORE 
THAN EVER, AND I AM 
CONFIDENT THAT WE 
WILL GET THROUGH THIS 
TOGETHER TOWARDS 
A BRIGHTER TOMORROW.

Eng. Abdullah Al Sulaiti 
Chief Executive Officer
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Nakilat Shipping Qatar Limited (NSQL) 
achieved a milestone LTI-free year for 2019 
across its fleet of 18 managed and operated 
vessels. Since establishment in 2012, NSQL 
has maintained an enviable safety track record 
and surpassed the industry average LTI rates. 

This achievement is attributed to the success 
of the Incident and Injury Free (IIF) and 
InSPIRE campaigns across the fleet, which 
not only empowers individuals to take safety 
ownership but also encourages them to 
embody our core values throughout their daily 
operations. 

FLEET OPERATIONAL
ACHIEVEMENTS

04. 05. 

NSQL CELEBRATES 
LTI-FREE YEAR IN 2019

ZERO
for NSQL-managed vessels

LTIs

AMOS
Systems completion for all NSQL vessels

ASSET MANAGEMENT 
OPERATING SYSTEM  

OVERALL RELIABILITY

2018 97.95%

2019 99.51%

99.51% 
for Nakilat-controlled Fleet 
(29 LNGCs + 4 VLGCs)

AVERAGE
RELIABILITY

14
13 wholly-owned LNGCs + 1 LPGC

ROUTINE 
DRY DOCKINGS

7 YEARS
LTI-FREE 5 YEARS

LTI-FREE 11 VESSELS
LTI-FREE

7
6 wholly-owned LNGCs + 1 LPGC

BALLAST WATER SYSTEM 
RETROFITS COMPLETED

NSQL - operated: Al Mafyar, Onaiza, 
Al Ghashamiya, Al Dafna & Lubara

NSQL - operated: Al Dafna and Lubara

STASCO-operated: Zarga, Shagra, Al Bahiya, 
Al Nuaman, Al Karaana

STASCO-operated: Al Sadd, Al Kharaitiyat, 
Al Rekayyat, Al Khattiya, Al Karaana, 
Al Nuaman, Al Bahiya, Shagra and Zarga

3 Vessels:
Bu Sidra
Lubara
Umm Laqhab

2 Vessels:
Al Gharrafa
Tembek

Since change of management 
to NSQL in 2012

• • 

• • 

*Data as of 31 Dec 2019
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06. 07. 

Two of Nakilat Q-FLex LNG carriers have 
marked their 100th LNG delivery milestone 
this year. 

Al Ghashamiya commemorated her 100th 
LNG delivery at Himeji LNG terminal 
in Japan on 6th February 2020 while Al 
Kharaitiyat crossed the milestone recently in 
June 2020. 

Both vessels are currently being managed 
by Nakilat Shipping Qatar Limited (NSQL).

Nakilat owned and managed LPG carrier Bu Sidra 
has recently achieved a milestone with the delivery of 
its first cargo to the Haldia Port, a major LPG import 
terminal in India. The latter is one of 14 LPG receiving 
terminals in India, a country which has 12% of the 
global LPG import market share. 

Chartered by Oriental Energy, LPG Bu Sidra achieved 
a LTI-free (lost time injury) record in 2019, and has 
maintained this track record since coming under 
NSQL management in 2012.

Nakilat’s fleet of four very large gas carriers (VLGC) 
delivers to more than 30 terminals across the world, 
with 1,164,955 MT of gas shipped in 2019 alone.  

LPG/C BU SIDRA DELIVERS 
FIRST CARGO TO HALIDA PORT 

Nakilat Joint Ventures Manager, Bader Al-
Mulla, gave a presentation on 'Sustainability 
in LNG Shipping', during the inaugural Qatar 
Maritime & Logistics Summit. Nakilat was a 
proud Diamond Sponsor for the conference 
held in Doha between 18-19 February 2020. 

During his session, Bader shared insights 
on the growing demand for LNG shipping 
and how the LNG industry is moving towards 
more sustainable operations. He highlighted 
Nakilat's various efforts at maintaining 
sustainable fleet operations, which includes 
engine and ballast water treatment 
system retrofits, usage of compliant fuel 
to reduce gas emissions and compliance 
with the latest IMO (International Maritime 
Organization) regulations. 

In addition, Bader also participated in a 
lively panel discussion where he touched 
upon Nakilat's integrated maritime and 
logistics capabilities contributing towards 
the sustainable growth of Qatar's maritime 
industry. 

SPEAKING ABOUT 
SUSTAINBILITY IN LNG 
SHIPPING AT QATAR MARITIME 
& LOGISTICS SUMMIT

Nakilat JV Manager Bader Al Mulla 
gave an insightful presentation on 
Sustainability in LNG shipping at the 
inaugural Qatar Maritime & Logistics 
Summit 

FLEET OPERATIONAL
ACHIEVEMENTS

NSQL VESSELS MARKS 100th

LNG DELIVERY
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08. O9. 

EXPANDING OUR FLEET

Nakilat has taken delivery of a newbuild 
LNG carrier, “Global Energy”, which will 
be commercially and technically managed 
in-house from June 2020 onwards. Built by 
Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering 
(DSME), this is the first of four LNG carrier 
newbuilds to be delivered to Global Shipping 
Co. Ltd., a joint venture of Nakilat (60%) and 
Maran Ventures Inc. (Maran Ventures) (40%).

NAKILAT TAKES DELIVERY 
AND MANAGEMENT OF LNG 
CARRIER NEWBUILD

TYPE                     

CAPACITY              

PROPULSION
       

SHIP OWNER      
 

SHIP OPERATOR 

SHIPBUILDER     

Conventional

173,400 CBM

M-type, Electronically 
Controlled, Gas Injection (MEGI)

Global Shipping Co. Ltd  
(Nakilat/Maran JV)

Nakilat

DSME

LNG/C Global Energy
Built-in Panama Canal 
crossing features 

4 blades propeller with 
increased skewing angle for 
enhanced propeller efficiency

Active boil-off rate (BOR) 0.045% with 
onboard Full Reliquefaction System 
(FRS) & hybrid Fuel Gas Supply Systems 
(FGSS)

Reduced bulbous bow shape 
DSME Streamlined Bow 
(DSBow) & the most optimized 
hull form for its generation 

ME-GI engine allows flexible 
dual-fuel propulsion solution, 
with optimized power 
generation

Improved design features for greater energy efficiency 

Nakilat’s Chief Executive 
Officer Eng. Abdullah 
Fadhalah Al Sulaiti, said: 
We are committed to grow our fleet 
in a sustainable manner to meet 
the rising demand for clean energy 
transport globally. The addition of this 
technologically-advanced newbuild to 
our fleet not only gives us a competitive 
edge, but also allows us to provide 
additional capacity and flexibility to 
our customers, which is important in a 
dynamic marketplace.
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Nakilat has commenced the second phase of 
its fleet management transition from Shell 
International Trading and Shipping Company 
Limited ["Shell"], with Q-Max LNG carrier 
Al Mayeda and LNG carrier Al Kharaitiyat as 
the first two vessels transitioned as part of 
second phase of fleet management transition 
agreement. 

The technical management of both vessels 
will be undertaken by Nakilat’s in-house 
ship management arm, Nakilat Shipping 
Qatar Limited (NSQL). Upon completion of 
the second phase vessel transition from 
Shell and delivery of LNG carrier newbuilds, 
NSQL’s managed fleet will comprise of 29 
vessels (25 LNG and 4 LNG carriers).

NAKILAT COMMENCE 
SECOND PHASE OF FLEET 
MANAGEMENT TRANSITION

NAKILAT FLEET HIGHLIGHTS

10. 11. 

NAKILAT CURRENTLY MANAGED FLEET (AS OF 1 JUNE 2020) 

FLEET RELIABILITY 
RATE 

21
VESSELS

 LNG  carriers25

AFTER COMPLETION OF 2ND PHASE FLEET MANAGEMENT TRANSITION 
FROM SHELL & DELIVERY OF 4 NEWBUILDS

29
VESSELS

NAKILAT 
OVERALL FLEET

VESSELS

74

LPG carriers4

 LNG  carriers17 LPG carriers4

99.5%
ACHIEVED IN 2019

NAKILAT-MANAGED 
FLEET ACHIEVED AN

LTI-FREE
YEAR IN 2019

Crew of LNG carrier Al Kharaitiyat 
celebrating the vessel's 100th cargo loading
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South Hook
LNG Terminal

Dragon
LNG Terminal

Isle of Grain 
LNG Terminal

Scotland

Northern
Ireland

England

Edinburgh

Glasgow

Newcastle 
upon Tyne

Cardiff

Birmingham

Bristol London

Leeds

Manchester

Sheffield

VOYAGE DESTINATION 
SPOTLIGHT: UNITED KINGDOM

10. 

VOYAGES. ISSUE 23  I  JULY 2019

65 QATARI LNG CARGOS
DELIVERED TO 
UNITED KINGDOM IN 2019

6.7
MILLION 
TONNES

VOYAGES. ISSUE 23  I  JULY 2019

•  The economy of the United Kingdom is 
     highly developed and market orientated. 
     It is the sixth-largest national economy
     in the world measured by nominal gross 
     domestic product (GDP)
•  It is known that the UK is one of the most
    globalized economies in the world, ranking 
    the tenth-largest goods exporter in the 
    world and the fifth-largest goods importer

67.8 million, ranked 21st in the 
world in terms of population
The United Kingdom includes 
four nations, England, Wales, 
Scotland, and Northern Ireland. 
Each nation has their own major 
cities that contribute to the 
population and demographics of 
the United Kingdom

• 

• 

POPULATION

ENERGY
 UK is the world’s 8th largest importer of 

liquefied natural gas (LNG)

•  In 2019, UK received 14 million tonnes 
    (31.2 billion cbm) of LNG, which is more than 
    double from previous year (6.1 million ton 
    in 2018)
•  65 Qatari cargoes (6.7 million tonnes have 
     been delivered in 2019 and Qatar was the 
     largest exporter to the nation

*Source:  
https://worldpopulationreview.com/countries/united-kingdom-population/

*Source: Wikipedia

ECONOMY

LNG TERMINALS NAKILAT VESSELS DELIVER TO

•  There are 3 LNG terminals in UK, which are South Hook, 
     Dragon and Isle of Grain
•  A joint-venture between Qatar Petroleum, ExxonMobil 
    and Total, the South Hook LNG terminal celebrated its 
   10th operating anniversary in 2019. It has been receiving 
    LNG from the Qatargas-2 project since opening in 2009

EST. ROUNDTRIP DISTANCE 
TRAVELED & DURATION

Qatar        UK*        Qatar
•  Approx. 12,700 Nautical Miles (Nm), 
    via Suez Canal
•  Approx. 42 days

Nakilat completed 65 voyages to the UK 
between Jan – Dec 2019 

*subject to LNG terminals destination
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SHIPYARD 
RECORDS 
STRONG 2019
Nakilat-Keppel Offshore & Marine (N-KOM) 
recorded a 10% increase in overall marine and 
offshore projects completed in 2019, as compared 
to the previous year. 

Similarly, a 13% increase in complex tanker 
repairs has also been recorded in 2019 from the 
year before, bearing testament to the growing 
trust in N-KOM's reliability and quality of services 
by its customers. 

14. 

Gas Carriers 
Repaired

Offshore 
& Onshore 
Projects

Marine 
projects

NAKILAT - KEPPEL 
OFFSHORE & MARINE LTD 

1000+

235+

120+ ME-GI RETROFIT 
First shipyard in the world to 
complete Q-Max ME-GI retrofit 

19 BWTS
Ballast Water Treatment
Systems retrofits completed

GLOBAL 
HUB AGENCY 
OPERATIONS 

Nakilat Agency Company (NAC) recently 
marked its first year offering global hub 
agency services from Ras Laffan Port, 
allowing customers to avail its services 
both in Qatar and at Ports and terminals 
abroad.  

NAC is the first local shipping agency 
to setup a global hub office in Qatar 
and directly coordinate the overseas 
operations. Since 2019, NAC have been 
offering its customers this value-added 
partnership with reputable international 
shipping agencies. The global hub has 
since attended to more than 1,200 ports 
calls and canal transits overseas in 
addition to the local appointments. 

It is noteworthy that NAC has upheld 
an excellent safety track record over 
the years, with zero LTIs in its 15-year 
operating history. 

Serving oil and gas companies since operations started in 2005
Attendance at all ports and terminals in Qatar and globally through NAC hub
One-stop-shop for shipping,marine and logistics support services

at all ports & 
terminals in Qatar

Annual average vessel 
handling capacity for 
local & international 
clients

Overseas port calls & canal 
transits attended during 
NAC's first year offering 
global hub agency in 2019

LTI - Free

local shipping agency 
to set up global hub 
operations from Qatar

15. 

NAC marks 1st year of 
global hub operations

Shipping, Marine and 
Logistics support services

Operations Years

24/7

4,000+

15

1,100+

15

Data as of 31 May 2020
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16. 

Qatargas’ Chief Executive 
Officer, Khalid bin Khalifa 
Al Thani, said: 

Nakilat-Keppel Offshore & Marine (N-KOM) 
successfully delivered a major fabrication project for 
Qatargas’ North Field Bravo (NFB) in February 2020. 
The contract involved the fabrication of a brand-new 
offshore living quarters and refurbishment of an 
existing platform for a Qatar Gas offshore complex in 
the North Field. A ceremony was held at the Erhama 
Bin Jaber Al Jalahma Shipyard to mark the sail-away 
of jacket and topside of the structure, attended by 
senior executives of Nakilat, N-KOM, Qatargas and 
the project’s contractor, Rosetti Marino.

This is the second major fabrication project delivered 
by N-KOM, after completion of large-scale offshore 
structures fabricated for Qatar Petroleum’s Bul 
Hanine Re-development project late last year. An 
estimated 5,000 metric tonnes (MT) of structures 
were fabricated by N-KOM as part of this project, 
comprising of jacket and piles, as well as a topside for 
the offshore platform. The new offshore platform will 
be able to accommodate an additional 90 persons on 
board, enabling it to meet the increasing operational 
demands. All structures were constructed on-site 
at the world-class Erhama Bin Jaber Al Jalahma 
Shipyard in Ras Laffan Industrial City. 

This project is a historic milestone for the 
State of Qatar as it highlights a new and 
important capability. It is for the first time 
that the fabrication of a major offshore 
structure of this magnitude has been 
completed in a Qatari yard. This achievement 
showcases the capabilities, skills and 
resources which are available locally at the 
Erhama Bin Jaber Al Jalahma Shipyard for 
the fabrication of large and complex offshore 
structures."

N-KOM CELEBRATES 
DELIVERY OF NFB 
PROJECT

• 

Nakilat’s Chief Executive 
Officer Eng. Abdullah 
Fadhalah Al Sulaiti, said: 
I would like to congratulate the entire project 
team for their dedication and commitment 
that has led to this milestone achievement 
and extend my appreciation to our long-term 
standing partner Qatargas for their strong 
support and trust throughout this period. 
Moving ahead, we look forward to handle 
more of such large-scale projects that are 
made with pride in Qatar, for Qatar.”

17. 

• 1x Jacket
• 4 x Piles
• 1 x Accommodation
    platform (6 levels 
    including Heldeck)

• 90 personnel (45 two-man cabins)
• Amenities (recreation & gym, prayer room, laundry 
   equipments room, medical room, etc)
• Emergency power generation 
• Fire detection and protection
• Helipad with associated lighting & telecom systems

PROJECT AWARDED
TO N-KOM

TOPSIDE 
& FABRICATION 
WORKS

STEEL CUTTING 
CEREMONY

ERECTION OF 
TOPSIDE DECK 
FRAMES 
COMPLETED

HANDOVER OF 
COMMISSIONAL 
SUBSYSTEM

ROLLUPS OF 
2 JACKETS 
COMPLETED

LOADOUT & 
SAILAWAY OF PILES, 
JACKETS & TOPSIDE

2018 2018 2018 - 2019 2019 2019 20202020

MAY MAY

SEP JUN JAN

OCT FEB

Project Scope
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18. 

CONTINUOUS EXCELLENCE 
IN SAFETY, HEALTH 
& ENVIRONMENTAL 
MANAGEMENT

Nakilat achieved a 'Five-Star' grading 
third consecutive year, following the Five 
Star Occupational Health and Safety Audit 
conducted by the British Safety Council 
(BSC) in early 2020, demonstrating its 
commitment towards the continual 
improvement of its health and safety 
management systems. Not only is this the 
highest available rating that can be achieved 
in the audit, but it is a particularly substantial 
achievement for Nakilat this year as the audit 
scope has been expanded to include our fleet 
operations, Nakilat Shipping Qatar Limited 
(NSQL).

During the audit, the company underwent 
a comprehensive, quantified and robust 
evaluation of its occupational health and 
safety policies, processes and practices. 

This Five Star audit rating will qualify Nakilat 
to contend for BSC's Sword of Honour Award 
later this year. For the past two years, the 
company has received this prestigious safety 
award which recognizes organizations that 
have reached the pinnacle of excellence in 
managing its health, safety and environmental 
risks.  

FIVE-STAR RATING FOR 
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH 
AND SAFETY AUDIT

WE CONGRATULATE EVERYONE FOR THEIR 
DEDICATION AND COMMITMENT THAT HAS LED TO 
THIS MILESTONE SAFETY ACHIEVEMENT. LET US 
CONTINUE WORKING TOGETHER TO BE TRULY 
INCIDENT AND INJURY FREE (IIF). 

NSW

ISO/IEC 27001 Certification | Information 
Security Management System

ISO 22301 Certification | Business 
Continuity Management 

19. 

HEART HEALTH 
AWARENESS MONTH

WORLD SAFETY DAY AT QFAB

In conjunction with heart health awareness month in 
February, QFAB organized a 'Heart Health Awareness' 
workshop for its employees at the Erhama Bin Jaber Al 
Jalahma Shipyard. 

The presentation was delivered by Senior Cardiologist Dr. 
Bigesh Nair from the Naseem Al Rabeeh Clinic in Doha.

The interactive session not only focused on raising 
awareness to prevent heart diseases and healthy habits for 
heart wellness, but also featured a demonstration of how to 
do CPR and using an Automated External Defibrillator (AED) 
machine in the event of an emergency. 

A workshop was organized by QFAB for its employees to 
commemorate World Safety and Health at Work Day. It is 
celebrated worldwide on 28 April annually with the aim 
to promote the prevention of occupational accidents and 
diseases.

The event was organized at the Erhama Bin Jaber Al 
Jalahma Shipyard to raise awareness for plant and 
equipment safety at the facility and highlight emerging 
trends in the field of occupational health and safety. It was 
a great occasion to reinforce positive safety and health 
culture amongst the workforce, especially in the midst of 
the ongoing pandemic.

   Nakilat recertified
   NAC, NSW, and QFAB certified

A recognition of our commitment towards 
information security maturity and demonstration 
of compliance according to best practices

   Nakilat, NSQL and NAC certified

Reaffirm our commitment to comply with international best practices, 
providing assurance to our stakeholders that we have the appropriate 
business continuity arrangements in place in mitigating the effects 
of any disruptive incidents. This is especially important as we expand 
our in-house fleet management, safeguarding the safety, reliability, 
efficiency and continuity of our operations. 
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A GLOBAL OUTBREAK & ONGOING PANDEMIC 
OF CORONAVIRUS DISEASE 2019 (COVID 19)

QATAR’S PRECAUTIONARY 
MEASURES TO CONTAIN 
THE PANDEMIC SPREAD

Mandatory quarantine for infected 
patients, anyone arriving into Qatar, and 
their close contacts in designated and 
isolated accommodations 
 

Closing of all social gathering places, 
including cinemas, theatres, malls, 
children’s play areas, gyms, wedding 
venues, parks and etc.

Substantial reduction of workers at 
offices by allowing work from home

Establishment of Quarantine Hotline to 
report complains regarding violations of 
home or hotel quarantine and to report 
non-compliance

Temporary suspension of entry into 
Qatar and extended travel restrictions 
for all residents

Calling upon all residents to avoid 
crowded places and banning of any 
social gatherings 

Reinforce social distancing for all 
residents at all public places

Mandatory face masks upon leaving the 
house for any reason

Suspension of in-person attendance 
at public and private schools and 
universities

Temporary closure of in-person money 
exchange and transfer service offices, 
encouraging online transactions

Launching of EHTERAZ, a free to 
download app providing up-to-date 
information about COVID19 in Qatar and 
tracks the health status of each resident

21. 20. 

Since the start of the pandemic outbreak, Qatar has taken 
firm steps to protect the population in response to COVID-19. 
The government strictly enforces quarantine, various 
restrictions, policies and laws, to control the spread of the 
disease in the country.  
 

2 M
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NAKILAT STEPS UP COVID-19 
PREVENTIVE MEASURES 
ONSHORE & ONBOARD 
THE VESSELS
As we navigate through the global COVID-19 
pandemic, Nakilat and its joint ventures 
remains committed to first and foremost 
ensure the health, safety, and wellbeing of all 
our people, onshore and onboard the vessels. 

Since the onset of the virus outbreak, we have 
taken immediate measures and proactive 
steps to minimize the risk of exposure and 
reduce the risk of transmission to all our 
employees, contractors and clients, while 
ensuring no disruption to our daily operations, 
highlighting our business resilience. 
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Regular employee 
communications on the latest 
COVID-19 guidelines and 
precautionary measures

Temperature screening for all 
employees, contractors and visitors 
across all our facilities (HQ, shipyard, 
employee accommodation, onboard 
the vessels)

Face-to-face meetings 
restriction, encouraging 
employees to conduct virtual 
online meetings

Provision of necessary PPEs 
and adequate supplies of hand 
sanitizers are made available at 
all our working sites

Regular and thorough disinfection 
exercise the employees’ 
accommodations, workshops and 
all around the workplace areas Employee health declaration for all 

employees and contractors, including 
pre-embarkation for all seafarers

Activate special work 
arrangement for 
employees to work from 
home 

Contact tracing of positive cases 
and isolation of suspected 
cases; immediate liaising with 
Communicable Disease Center 
(CDC) for conducting COVID 19 
tests for all suspected cases

Personnel movement 
restriction to essential areas 
only at the shipyard

Reinforce social distancing 
at all times; be it queuing 
during meal time, boarding 
transportation, or whilst on the 
transportation

Mandatory installation of 
EHTERAZ application on all 
employees phones to support 
the country’s efforts in 
combating COVID19

Across all our worksites and onboard our 
vessels, we have put in place all necessary 
health and safety precautionary measures 
as well as additional comprehensive 
protocols beyond compliance with the 
authorities, to ensure the wellbeing of 
our essential frontline employees as they 
continue to discharge their duties.

23. 
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Supporting Qatar’s ‘Plant 
One Million Trees’ Campaign

Employees of Nakilat and its joint venture companies joined 
in a tree-planting activity organized at Al Khor Coastal Road 
Development Project, along with their families and students 
from Al Khor Middle School for Boys. 

The activity comes as part of the “Qatar Beautification 
and Our Kids Planting Trees” campaign launched by the 
Supervisory Committee of Beautification of Roads and 
Public Places in Qatar, an excellent way to support the 
Ministry and Ashgal’s efforts in creating a safe and healthy 
environment for citizens and residents in Qatar.

Tree-planting is one of the most common ways to support 
the global initiative on climate change and create a 
sustainable environment. In addition to enhancing the 
aesthetics of the place, trees are vital to improve air quality, 
cooling the environment by absorbing heat and reducing our 
carbon footprint. Not only is such environmental protection a 
key element of our corporate social responsibility, but it also 
shows the important role everyone has in making the world 
a greener place to live in.
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Rashid Al Marri, Nakilat’s Chief 
Administration Officer (CAO)

Eng. Yousef Al-Emadi, Ashghal’s 
Director of Projects Affairs

“As a responsible corporate citizen, we recognize the 
importance of operating in a sustainable manner, 
which means that we have a duty towards protecting 
the environment we live and work in.”

“Ashghal is implementing many initiatives that contributes 
to achieving sustainability of projects and environmental 
preservation. These include the implementation of green 
buildings, recycling of demolition, excavation and car tire 
wastes and their use in road projects.”

24. 

GREENING
OUR ENVIROMENT

25. 
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CORPORATE WELLNESS  
ACTIVITIES PROMOTE 
HEALTHIER LIFESTYLE
When it comes to health and wellness, Nakilat 
champions a variety of activities to promote a positive 
attitude towards healthy living and nurturing a strong 
wellness culture among our employees. 

The company plays a significant role as an employer 
in socially connecting employees through hands-on 
initiatives not only to promote a healthier lifestyle and 
physical fitness, but also camaraderie and teamwork 
among employees.

Nakilat and its joint ventures celebrated Qatar National 
Sports Day 2020 by organizing a wide range of outdoor 
sporting activities for employees and their families. held 
at Al Legtaifiya Park in Doha as well as Laffan Global 
Village in Ras Laffan Industrial City. Thank you all for 
your active participation! 

Celebrating National 
Sports Day 2020

26. 27. 
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HUMAN CAPITAL AGENDA 
DRIVES SUSTAINABILE GROWTH

Trainings conducted during the first quarter of 2020

Face-to-Face 
Training Delivered

10% 11%

Online Trainings 
Delivered

Internal Face-to-Face External Face-to-Face 

54
Courses delivered

35%
Online Learning                 

44%
E-learning                            

Training Classification

Delivery 
Method

28. 

11 43

Soft Skills Courses
4%

E-learning 
44%

Technical Courses
31%

Knowledge Sharing                          
6%

IT Courses
6%

haring                          

6%

NICE *NICE Program 
9%

Data as of 1 June 2020

Data as of 1 June 2020

Nakilat conducted several sessions 
to familiarize employees with all the 
necessary digital platforms prior to 
activating work from home. This ensured 
that the company would not face any 
business disruption while continuing to 
run its operations and safely deliver clean 
energy to the world. 

WORKING FROM HOME 
PREPAREDNESS

Nakilat commemorated International Women’s Day (IWD) to 
recognize the valuable contributions of its female workforce. 
Held on 8th April each year, IWD is an annual event celebrating 
women and their achievements across the world. Over the 
years, Qatar has been progressively empowering women 
across different spectrums of life, supporting their active 
engagement, economically, politically and socially. 

CELEBRATING WOMEN IN 
THE MARITIME INDUSTRY

IN HONOR OF INTERNATIONAL 
WOMEN’S DAY, NAKILAT 
AND JVS WOULD LIKE TO 
CELEBRATE AND THANK OUR 
FEMALE WORKFORCE FOR 
THEIR CONTINUOUS EFFORTS.
#EACHFOREQUAL

29. 

*Nakilat Internal Capability 
Enhancement (NICE) Program 
is an internal knowledge 
sharing initiative to enable cross 
functional learnings between 
employees
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FEATURE
INTERVIEW 

IMRAN KHAN
PROJECT MANAGER, N-KOM

The team caught up with Imran Khan, whose accomplishments include the 
successful milestone project delivery for Qatargas’ North Field Bravo (NFB) 
project. As one the company’s pioneers, Imran first joined when it started 
operations almost a decade ago in 2011. We find out more about what attracted 
him to this field and his experience working at the Erhama Bin Jaber Al Jalahma 
Shipyard.  

My career introduction to the maritime 
industry began when I joined a naval 
architectural and ship design consultancy 
firm, Cybermarine Knowledge System 
Pvt. Ltd. It was a brief stint of one year, 
before I moved on to work for Keppel 
FELS engineering office in Mumbai/
Singapore. 

At Keppel FELS, I gained the relevant 
engineering experiences as I had the 
opportunity to get involved in major oil 
and gas heavy engineering projects such 
as newbuilding of jack up rigs, semi-
submersible units and major Floating 
Production Storage and Offloading 
(FPSO) conversion projects.

In 2011, I joined Nakilat-Keppel Offshore 
& Marine (N-KOM) as a structural 
engineer. It has been a very memorable 
journey to grow with the company since 
then.

1. Have you always 
been interested in 
marine engineering?

2. How did you launch 
your engineering 
career?

Having grown up in India, most parents 
expect their sons to venture into medicine 
or engineering. Luckily for me, I had a 
genuine passion and interest for Science 
since I was little. From a young age, I 
was always intrigued by mechanical 
processes and awed by the works of 
mega machineries. It was from there that 
I began developing curiosity and interest 
in oil and gas extraction and exploration 
processes. 

The complexity of these engineered 
structures is amazing to me, so I believe 
that’s how I found my true calling in 
engineering. This profound fascination 
led me to graduate with a bachelor’s 
degree in Mechanical Engineering from 
Mumbai University, and I later pursued 
and obtained an Executive Master of 
Administration Degree with a focus on 
Projects & Operations Management from 
the University of Petroleum & Energy 
Studies.
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I was amongst the pioneers in the 
company when I first joined, as the 
Erhama bin Jaber Al Jalahma Shipyard 
was just inaugurated the year prior. I am 
so grateful to get a chance to work with 
prestigious companies such as Keppel 
and Nakilat, since I have always been 
passionate about oil and gas industry 
since the early days of my studies.

Starting operations almost from scratch 
presented various thrilling challenges, 
and I had the opportunity to be involved 
in multiple projects from the onset. 
Starting out as a Structural Engineer, 
I was able to broaden and diversify my 
experience holding in various positions 
in the Engineering and Operations 
department throughout the years. Among 
the highlights of my career at N-KOM is 
being awarded the “Quality Ambassador” 
award in 2014. Being with the company 
for almost a decade since it began 
operations, I am proud to have been 
part of numerous marine and offshore 
projects at N-KOM and am deeply 
committed and dedicated towards the 
company’s success. Being part of a great 
company and having a strong leadership 
team provides a profound sense of pride 
and achievement in my professional 
career.

3. How has your 
experience been while 
working with N-KOM?

“I ALWAYS BELIEVE 
THAT IF YOU WANT TO 
SEE “CHANGE”, THEN YOU 
HAVE TO BE PART OF THAT 
CHANGE AT EVERY LEVEL 
AND TAKE INITIATIVE 
TO DRIVE THE CHANGE.             
I WOULD LIKE TO THANK 
ALL MY MENTORS FOR 
THEIR GREAT SUPPORT 
AND FOR CONSTANTLY 
CHALLENGING ME TO 
STEP OUT OF MY 
COMFORT ZONE!
Imran Khan
N-KOM Project Manager 

Undoubtedly, this has to be the safety of 
my team. Working at a shipyard means 
24/7 operations. As a Project Manager, 
I have a responsibility to ensure that my 
team executes their tasks safely. At the 
end of the day, no matter the scale of the 
project, the ultimate priority is ensuring 
everyone goes back home safely to their 
families. This is one of the main factors 
determining the success of any project. 

A typical large scale, complex projects 
revolves around an extremely tight 
schedule. It is crucial to keep the team 
motivated, engaged and committed to 
ensure they perform well, especially 
when accommodating changes to the 
project scope. Regular communication 
is important to balance the expectation 
of your team while ensuring customer 
satisfaction.  

In this regard, I have been very 
fortunate to have worked with alongside 
outstanding project team members at 
N-KOM. I strive to provide support and 
motivate my team to deliver the best 
results, make them feel empowered and 
rally together to overcome any challenges 
that we might face together as one. I 
believe that among the most crucial role I 
have as a Project Manager is maintaining 
overall visibility in order to deliver the 
project successfully. 

Leading the mega-scale fabrication of 
the Offshore Living Quarters for Qatargas’ 
landmark North Field Bravo (NFB) 
offshore field is one the most defining 
moments in my entire career. Working in 
close collaboration with Rosetti Marino 
and Qatargas teams was a great privilege 
and learning curve for myself personally, 
one I’ll never forget. 

The highly complex project, the largest 
topside of its kind 100% proudly built in 
Qatar, is very special and gives a sense 
of pride for everyone at N-KOM as the 
success delivery demonstrates our 
capability and capacity in large-scale, 
complex offshore projects that can be 
done locally in Qatar. 

4. What are your main 
priorities when working 
on a project?

4. Which project is the 
most memorable to you?
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DAY OF THE 
SEAFARERS  

In conjunction with the 2020 Day of the Seafarer, we pay tribute to all our seafarers, acknowledging their 
challenges and sacrifice during this global health crisis affecting everyone. Our seafarers are on the 
frontline of our operations, playing the essential role in delivering and maintaining the flow of energy to 
continue powering the world.

You are not alone. You are not forgotten. 
Thank you from all of us!

#SeafarersAreKeyWorkers

32. 
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